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ABSTRACT
Constitution-making as a public policy process requires substantive participation of all citizens in determining the content of the constitution. In Tanzania, unlike the colonial and post-colonial constitution-making legal framework and processes, the 2011-2014 constitution-making process was a critical juncture for it was governed by the Constitutional Review Act, CAP 83 R.E 2012 which for the first time contained provisions allowing citizens including women to participate and influence the content of the 2014 Proposed Constitution. This article examines two interrelated questions notably the extent to which women were involved in the constitution-making process, and how such participation impacted the content of the Proposed Constitution in terms of protection and promotion of women political participation in the country. It is argued that the legal framework facilitated meaningful participation of women in each step of the constitution-making process. Consequently, women managed, for the first time in history, to secure constitutional guarantees of equality and non-discrimination in political life.
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INTRODUCTION
Globally, participation in the constitution-making process is emerging as a legal right. For the constitution to have legitimacy and to fulfil the notion that the government is ‘of the people, by the people, and for the people,’ all citizens, both men and women, should be substantially involved in determining the content of the constitution.¹ The United Nations

Human Rights Committee (UNHRC)\(^2\) through General Comment No. 25\(^3\) expounds the meaning of the right to take part in the conduct of public affairs, and confirms participation in constitution-making process as a legal right in line with Article 25 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).\(^4\) The UNHRC asserts that citizens participate directly in the conduct of public affairs when they choose or change their constitution or decide public issues through a referendum or other electoral processes conducted in accordance with paragraph (b) of Article 25 of ICCPR. Specifically, women’s rights advocates infer women the right to participate in constitution-making from Article 7(b) of the Convention on Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW).\(^5\) Article 7 (b) of CEDAW provides rights for women to participate in the formulation of government policy, its implementation, to hold public office and perform all public functions at all levels of a government. Also, the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa (Maputo Protocol)\(^6\) requires state parties to take specific measures to ensure women are equal partners with men at all levels of development and implementation of state policies and development programmes. The inclusion of the word participation in the formulation and implementation of public policy provides clear guidance and better inference of constitution-making as a public policy process necessitating public participation including that of women.

\(^2\) The Human Rights Committee is established by Article 28 of the ICCPR 1966.


\(^5\) CEDAW is often referred to as the ‘women’s bill of rights.’ It is one of the core international human rights treaties of the United Nations treaty system, which requires member states to undertake legal obligations to respect, protect, and fulfil human and women’s rights. CEDAW was adopted and opened for signature and accession by the United Nations General Assembly Resolution 34/180 on 18 December 1979. Tanzania ratified CEDAW in 1985, Kenya in 1984, and Rwanda in 1981.

Inspired by CEDAW, the Maputo Protocol and the general world trends some countries have pioneered the incorporation of participation in constitution-making process as a legal right in national constitutions and laws. For instance, the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa\(^7\) specifies under Sections 59(1)(a), 72(1)(a) and 118(1)(a) that the National Assembly should ensure government by the people under the Constitution by facilitating public involvement in the legislative and other processes of the Assembly. The recent constitution-making processes in East Africa exemplified by the process towards the making of the 2010 Kenyan Constitution, was also guided by the Constitution of Kenya Review Act,\(^8\) containing detailed legal framework guaranteeing peoples participation in the constitution-making process. In Tanzania, especially after the long existence of the 1977 Tanzania’s Constitution coupled with several ad hoc amendments, and persistence of peoples’ demand for the new Constitution, the process of reviewing the constitution occurred from 2011 to 2014. This epoch was the only historic moment that Tanzania as a country endeavoured to engage in a participatory constitution-making process. This article examines two interrelated questions notably the extent to which women were involved in the 2011-2014 constitution-making process, and how such participation impacted the content of the 2014 Proposed Constitution in terms of protection and promotion of women political participation in the country. It is argued that the legal framework facilitated meaningful participation of women in each step of the constitution-making process. Consequently, women managed, for the first time in history, to secure constitutional guarantees of equality and non-discrimination in political life.

Many modern constitutions, including that of Tanzania, were originally written by men at a time when women were systematically denied the right to take part in decision-making spaces.\(^9\) Women were excluded in three tiers, first in identifying constitutional issues, second in the process of defining constitutional priorities, structures and rules, and third as citizens participating in these structures and enjoying the rights at the

---

\(^7\) Constitution of South Africa, 2014.


same level as men.\textsuperscript{10} As large groups of women were not part of the freedom and the independent constitution negotiations, their will and wishes did not feature in the 1961 Independence Constitution.\textsuperscript{11} As a result, the Tanzania’s Parliament contained only six women by 1965.\textsuperscript{12} Yet, the constitutional amendments in Tanzania commenced as the required two-thirds majority of all members of the Assembly to support and pass any alteration of the Constitution was achieved. These legal provisions allowed the Government and the Legislative Assembly to be the main constitution-making organs, and no public consultations were required by law.\textsuperscript{13} As a result, a few political elites dominated and spearheaded the onward Constitutional Amendments. For example, soon after independence, Tanganyika African National Union (TANU)\textsuperscript{14} nominees formed a Constituent Assembly and revised the 1961 Constitution,\textsuperscript{15} which gave birth to the 1962 Republican Constitution and established a strong presidential system.\textsuperscript{16} In 1965, the Republican Constitution was modified by a group of a few government officials to cater for the 1964 Union between Tanganyika and Zanzibar.\textsuperscript{17} This led to the adoption of the Interim Constitution of the United Republic of

\textsuperscript{10}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{11}In 1961, the Tanzanian Independence Constitution was based on the traditional Lancaster style, imposed by British colonialists, without a Bill of Rights and public participation.
\textsuperscript{13}HWÖ Okoth Ogendo Constitutions without Constitutionalism: Reflections on an African Political Paradox. New York American Council of Learned Societies.
\textsuperscript{15}‘Key Historical and Constitutional Developments’ available at http://www.kituochakatiba.org/sites/default/files/legal-resources/Tanzania%20Key%20Historical%20and%20Constitutional%20Developments.pdf accessed on 9 October 2019. The 71 elected members of the national assembly, all elected members of TANU passed a law that allowed them to convert the national assembly into a constituent assembly with powers to adopt the new constitution.
\textsuperscript{16}Ibid. The new President of Tanzania was granted the prerogatives of both former roles, Governor General and First Minister, serving as the head of state as well as commander in chief of the armed forces. He was granted the right to designate the vice president and Ministers, and the right to dismiss the Parliament under certain circumstances. The President also inherited security-related, repressive powers that were formerly of the Governor General, with the addition of new ones; the Preventive Detention Act, for example, gave the President the right to detain any person without trial. Under the 1962 constitution, the president inherited all the powers of the governor by the colonial legislation such as the Deportation Ordinance, the Collective Punishment Ordinance, the Emergency Powers Order in Council to which the independent government added its own repressive laws such as the notorious Preventive Detention Act, which gave the president powers to detain a person without trial. An existing national assembly which converted to a constituent assembly by an Act of parliament passed the new Republican Constitution.
\textsuperscript{17}Ibid. In 1964, Tanganyika and Zanzibar merged into the “United Republic of Tanzania” that same year. The Union was constituted by signing of a treaty called the Articles of Union by the respective heads of state Mwalimu Nyerere and Abeid Amani Karume. It was ratified by the respective legislative bodies and became part of the municipal law called the Acts of Union). These agreements had been ratified under the name “Articles of Union", and became part of the new constitution as "Acts of Union."
The constitution was again amended in 1965 to abolish the multi-party political system and formalise a one-party state system. The process for enacting the 1965 Tanganyika Interim Constitution was through an ordinary Act of Parliament, without involvement of the people. The 1965 Tanganyika Interim Constitution, under Article 51, provided the procedure for amendment of the Constitution. The procedure required any Bill intending to alter the Constitution to be supported and approved by no less than two-thirds of votes of members of Parliament. Further, after the 1964 Union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar, Articles vii (a) and (b), of the Article of the Union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar provided a procedure for the adoption of a permanent constitution. According to the Articles of the Union, the permanent constitution was to be proposed by a constitutional commission, which would then send it to the constituent assembly for deliberation and adoption. The permanent constitution was supposed to be adopted within a year. After twelve years, the President of the United Republic of Tanzania appointed a 20-person joint party committee to propose a new Constitution. However, within a short time, the committee made and sent proposals to the National Executive Committee (NEC) of the ruling party which adopted them in a day and in camera. In 16 March 1977, the President appointed the Constituent Assembly on the same day as the Committee, to discuss and enact the new constitution. The Bill for the new Constitution was published seven days before the Constituent Assembly met to discuss it and enacted the

---

18 The most notable feature of the Acts of Union as incorporated in the Union Constitution was the establishment of the double government structure that is also part of Tanzania’s current constitution. This structure included one government for the Union and one largely autonomous independent government for Zanzibar. Zanzibar’s government included its own Parliament and President. The President of Zanzibar also served as vice president of the Union. The constitution of 1964 was adopted as interim. The Acts of Union themselves included directions on steps to take to elaborate a definitive constitution, to be elaborated by a constituent assembly comprising representatives of both TANU and ASP. This procedure was initiated but was later suspended.

19 This was coherent to the double government structure defined in 1964; the 1965 Constitution identified two government parties, TANU for the Union and AfroShirazi Party for Zanzibar. The Constitution of TANU was made a schedule to the Constitution thus legally endorsing the emergence of a party state.

20 ‘Key Historical and Constitutional Developments’ op cit note 22.


22 ‘Key Historical and Constitutional Developments’ op cit note 27.

23 Ibid. First Schedule of the Union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar Act No. 22 964 on 7/01/2019.

24 Ibid. The Constituent Assembly was supposed to be composed with representatives of both Tanganyika and Zanzibar.

25 Ibid.

26 ‘Key Historical and Constitutional Developments’ op cit note 29. The committee was headed by Thabit Kombo.

27 Ibid.

28 Ibid.
Constitution in three hours after it was presented.  

Both the Constitutional Commission and Constituent Assembly were formed albeit in a fashion that side-lined public participation. In 1977, the fourth and permanent Constitution, namely the 1977 Constitution of United Republic of Tanzania was adopted. Generally, the independent constitution and the subsequent amendments were silent on how marginalized groups, such as women, could participate in decision-making processes. As such, Tanzania was not legally obliged to involve women in decision-making positions, including in the constitution-making activities. This is despite the great role women played during the anti-colonial struggles.

TANU as the supreme organ of the state, co-opted the autonomous associations that participated in the nationalist struggles, including the political party’s women’s wings namely Umoja wa Wanawake wa Tanzania (The Union of Tanzanian Women). The use of parliament as a rubber stamp for new constitutional amendments pushed women away from engaging in the constitution-making processes. It is noted that, a shift from a multiparty to a single-party political system resulted in the number of women in the Tanzania’s Parliament dropping from 10 to 8.5 per cent.

It is noted however that, the ratification of ICCPR, CEDAW, and the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights (the African Charter) started to influence constitution-making processes especially from the year 1980. For instance, the amendment to the 1977 Permanent

---

29 Ibid.
30 Ibid. The public was never consulted and did not have the opportunity to debate the needs, structure and division of power of the Union and other key governance matters.
31 (Cap 2 R: E 2002).
32 Tanganyika had the largest percentage of women in any African parliament in 1960 with 10 percent (six) of the seats held by women. All these seats belonged to the Tanganyika African National Union (TANU), which won the election, and was the dominant party in the post-election legislature. Among African countries, it was believed that TANU had strong belief in gender equality and involvement of women in government structures. See, Aili Mari Tripp 'Women and Politics in Africa Subject' (2017) Women's History DOI:10.1093/acrefore/9780190277734.013.192
33 Ibid. Women political wings agendas, finances and leaders were controlled by the ruling party. It is noted that sometimes women roles in the ruling parties were reduced to providing entertainment and cooking for visiting party and government dignitaries.
34 Ibid.
35 On 27 June 1981, at its 18th General Assembly Meeting in Nairobi, Kenya, the Heads of State and Government of the OAU adopted the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights. It came into force on 21 October 1986. The African Charter promotes and protects human rights and basic freedoms in the African continent. A protocol to the Charter was subsequently adopted in 1998. Articles 2 and 3 of the ACHPR provides that the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms recognised in the Charter apply equally without distinction of any kind such as race, ethnic group, colour, sex, language, religion, political or any opinion, national and social origin, fortune, birth or other status.
Constitution in 1984\textsuperscript{36} was an exception particularly on the area of public participation. Despite that, Article 98 of the 1977 Constitution required support and approval from two-thirds of the members of the parliament; several debates were conducted for one year to allow for the collection of public views on the Constitution. The opening of constitution-making process to the public led to the inclusion of the Bill of Rights under part III of the Constitution.\textsuperscript{37} Public debates convinced the Party and Government that the constitutional exercise would be incomplete without a Bill of Rights in the Constitution. It was for the first time, the Government agreed to the public demands even with the silence of the 1977 Tanzania Constitution on people’s participation in constitution-making process.

It is further noted that, due to the opening of a political space for civil society actors, freedom of press, and greater donor interventions, multiparty system was reintroduced in Tanzania. In 1991, the Nyalali Commission\textsuperscript{38} was established with instructions to collect people's views on whether Tanzania should continue with a single party or adopt a multi-party system. The Nyalali Commission’s recommendations included the need to amend both the Union and Zanzibar’s Constitutions to reflect the will and wishes of the Tanzanian people.\textsuperscript{39} Based on recommendations from the Commission, the Eighth Amendment to the 1977 Constitution reinstated a multiparty political system in May 1992.\textsuperscript{40} Alongside the introduction of a multiparty system, change in women’s participation was witnessed in the 1990s, especially after women’s temporary measures were provided by Article 4 (1) of CEDAW and the African Charter,\textsuperscript{41} and on a larger scale after the 1995 UN Fourth Conference on Women in Beijing.\textsuperscript{42} The Beijing Conference adopted a

\textsuperscript{36} United Nations Department of Public Information, op cit note 58. The amendments were based on the 1983 proposals which were drawn up by the Executive Committee of ruling party to correct certain anomalies, and shortcomings highlighted in the Party’s 1981 guidelines. The National Executive Committee looked at the political situation in Tanzania and the need to provide for democratic safeguards within the context of a one-party democracy and also to guarantee the socialist goals to which Tanzania is committed. There were three main areas which were pointed out for analysis and possible reform, namely-the powers of the Presidency, the supremacy of Parliament, and a participatory democracy.

\textsuperscript{37} Ibid. As a result of the debate there demands for more autonomy of Zanzibar which threatened the party and led to announcing a “pollution of political atmosphere” forcing the then leadership of Zanzibar to resign.

\textsuperscript{38} The commission constituted of 22 Commissioners, with equal membership, that means ten members each from both Tanzania Mainland and Zanzibar. The Commission was chaired by the late Chief Justice Francis Nyalali.

\textsuperscript{39} Ibid. In May 1992 the Eighth Amendment was adopted reinstating multi-party-political system of governance.

\textsuperscript{40} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{41} Temporary special measures are provided under Article 2 of African Charter which require state-parties to “take corrective and positive action in those areas where discrimination against women in law and fact continues to exist.”

\textsuperscript{42} To accelerate women participation in decision-making article 4 (1) of CEDAW requires ‘adoption by States Parties to practise positive discrimination by adopting temporary special measures to accelerate de facto equality between men and
Plan for Action encouraging member states to ensure women’s equal access to and full participation in power structures and decision-making processes.\footnote{Ibid. To accelerate the implementation of action in these areas, the Commission on the Status of Women, at its forty-first session in 1997, adopted Agreed Conclusions (1997/2), which emphasized that attaining the goal of equal participation of men and women in decision-making was important for strengthening democracy and achieving the goals of sustainable development. The Commission reaffirmed the need to identify and implement measures that would redress the under-representation of women in decision-making, including through the elimination of discriminatory practices and the introduction of positive action programmes.} As a result of the Beijing Plan for Action, the Eighth Amendment to the 1977 Tanzania’s Constitution introduced a quota of 15 per cent special seats for women in the Parliament. Consequently, the number of women in the Tanzania’s Parliament increased to 16.5 per cent after the 1995 election.

In addition, following the \textit{1986 Donald Marshall v Canada}\footnote{U.N. Human Rights Comm., \textit{Marshall v. Canada}, 5.3, U.N. Doc. CCPRC/43/D/ 205/1986 (Dec. 3, 1991), available at http://wwwl.umn.edu/humanrts/undocs/html/dec205. html.} precedent and the UNHRC General Comment no. 25 in 1996, participatory constitution-making was accepted as a legal right falling within the interpretation of the wording ‘public affairs’ referred to in Article 25 of ICCPR.\footnote{[1994] 3 S.C.R. 627.} The UNHRC Comment no. 25 provided for a twenty-year-long awaited clarification on the applicability of Article 25 of ICCPR, requiring states to involve the public when making their constitutions. With the onset of the UNHRC General Comment no 25, changes on how constitutional amendments were undertaken was observed in Tanzania.

In response to demands by members of opposition parties who wanted the Constituent Assembly to be set up and draft the new constitution, the Government issued a White Paper\footnote{White Paper, No. 1 of 1998.} in 1998 that contained a list of demands from stakeholders, including the need for a new constitution.\footnote{\textit{Key Historical and Constitutional Developments} available at http://www.kituochakatiba.org/sites/default/files/legal-resources/Tanzania%20Key%20Historical%20and%20Constitutional%20Developments.pdf accessed on 9 October 2019.} The White Paper also outlined the Government’s position on each demand. In response to public demands, the President appointed a 16-member committee to hear the people’s views on the future constitution and make necessary recommendations.\footnote{Ibid. The committee was led by Justice Kisanga.} The committee sought the views of more than half a million Tanzanians from across the country. This was
the first time in history where public views were sought to inform the Constitution.\textsuperscript{49} One of the committee’s recommendations required the Government to open up political spaces for women in line with international conventions.\textsuperscript{50} The Tanzania’s Government responded to the committee’s recommendations with the 13\textsuperscript{th} and 14\textsuperscript{th} Amendments to the 1977 Constitution which among other things, increased the number of special seats for women to 20 per cent in Parliament,\textsuperscript{51} and later to 30 per cent in 2000 and 2005 respectively. After the fourteenth amendments were undertaken to the 1977 Constitution, Tanzania began a process to obtain a new Constitution in the year 2011.

\textbf{METHODOLOGY}

This work employed documentary review. Reports, statutes, constitutions as well as previous studies were reviewed in order to ascertain positions of women in the constitution making processes and the actual gains contained in the proposed constitution. This method is useful since the process took place more than five years ago. Retrieving data for the purpose of this study could better be obtained from documents. Moreover, data analysis was done qualitatively to allow in-depth understanding of realities during the constitutional making process in Tanzania.

\textbf{FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION}

\textbf{The 2011 Constitution-Review Process}

As a departure from the colonial and post-colonial constitution-making legal framework, the 2011 was governed by the Constitutional Review Act (CRA) which for the first time contained legal provisions for citizen participation in constitution-making as a legal right. Section 4 of the CRA called for a mechanism to allowing the public to participate widely and freely in expressing and transmitting public opinions on matters relating to the constitution. The key constitution-making organs with roles and responsibilities to guide main steps for constitution-making processes were legally established. The CRA established the Constitutional Review Commission (CRC) as the body responsible for consulting, collecting public opinions and finally providing Tanzanians with a new constitution.\textsuperscript{52} As such, the CRA obliged the CRC to regulate

\textsuperscript{49} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{50} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{51} 33.3 percent on local councils. The amendment further, prohibited Sexual discrimination under Paragraph (5) of Article 13 of the 13\textsuperscript{th} and 14\textsuperscript{th} Amendments to the 1977 Constitution of United Republic of Tanzania
\textsuperscript{52} The commission was responsible for coordinating and collection of public opinions on the Constitution; to examine and analyse public opinions; to provide fora for constitutional review; to provide for preparation and submission of report on
constitutional fora, prepare and submit reports on the public opinions, convene the constituent assembly, and conduct a referendum. Section 6 (7) of the CRA required the President to consult widely with the political parties, civil societies and other institutional stakeholders in appointment of the commission’s members. After wide consultation, the President appointed thirty members - fifteen from Zanzibar and fifteen from Tanzania Mainland to lead the constitutional review process.

To ensure effective public participation of both men and women, the CRA stipulated several approaches that the commission could use, such as conducting awareness programmes, holding of public meetings, and assemblies. One of the notable weaknesses of the CRA is that it doesn’t mention the educational role of the CRC on specific substantive constitutional issues. However, the Commission resolved to undertake sensitisation and awareness-raising while collecting the public views on the new constitution. This was a critical decision since most Tanzanians were not aware of the constitution, let alone understand their role in the constitution-making process. The commission allowed those who were unable to present their views during the public meetings to do so by filling in a special form. These modalities were useful in reaching a significant number of people including women. A minimum of three public meetings were held in each district and a total number of 1,365,337 people attended about 1,942 meetings.

53 They were invited to nominate two candidates from their institutions. It was reported by the Government that there was a total of 550 names proposed by political parties, religious institutions, NGOs and other interested parties. See Jesse James ‘The constitution-making process in Tanzania,’ (2013) Legal and Human Rights Centre.

54 As per section 6 (7) the President paid regard to equality of the two parts of Tanzania, namely Tanzania mainland and Zanzibar, experience, gender, age and social groups representation as key factors when the President was appointing the members to the CRC.

55 According to section 17 (1) (2) (3) and Section 17 (9), the Commission could ask any person willing to appear before it for discussion, orally or by production of document, on any constitutional matter which the Commission considered relevant to the constitutional review process.

56 Jesse James op cit note 64.

57 Ibid.

58 In the first five months, the Commission went around the country to collect views from the people about the new constitution. The first round started from 2nd July 2012 and was completed on 30th July 2012. It marked the beginning of the views collection. The Commission spent almost one month to collect the views from the citizens in this round. The Commission visited eight regions which were marked as the zone. These were Pwani, Dodoma, Manyara, Kagera, Shinyanga, Tanga, Southern Unguja and Southern Pemba. The Commission successfully collected the views in all eight (8) regions. See Speech by the Chairman of the Constitutional Review Commission on launching a Draft Constitution, on 3 June 2013.

59 See Speech by the Chairman of the Constitutional Review Commission on launching a Draft Constitution, on 3 June 2013.
Women Participation in the 2011-2014 Constitution Review Process

Participatory constitution-making should ensure that the constitution-making legal framework facilitates participation of all marginalized groups such as women, youth, elders, the hard-to-reach population and persons with disabilities. For the purpose of this paper, analysis is based on how the Tanzania’s Constitution-making legal framework facilitated meaningful participation by women in each step of the constitution-making process by providing specifically for, a) women’s right of participation in constitution-making processes; b) the composition of women in constitution-making structures; c) women’s key-constitutional demands; d) participation of women’s special constituency assemblies; and lastly e) how women participated in the referendum.

Legal Provisions for Women’s Participation in Constitution-Making

Reaching out to all strands of people and collecting their views on the new constitution was one of the key deliverables of the Constitution Review Commission (CRC). In order to ensure effective public participation of both men and women, the Constitution Review Act (CRA) requires the CRC to use several approaches such as conducting awareness programmes and holding of public meetings and assemblies. However the CRA does not contain specific provisions for promoting women participation in constitution-making process but it uses a neutral language allowing all people to participate. Gender is only mentioned as a key criterion for the selection of members of the CRC under Section 6 (3) of CRA. In addition, Section 9(2) obliges the CRC to pay attention to the principle of equality before the law and respect of human rights while drafting the constitution. Further, the CRA requires the CRC to facilitate the full participation of women in the process at different levels. The commission organised women-only opinion collection sessions and encouraged women to organise their own meetings throughout the country to discuss women’s key priorities for the new constitution.

60 Guidance Note of The Secretary-General 'United Nations Assistance to Constitution-making Processes' (2009).
61 According to section 17 (1) (2) (3) and Section 17 (9), the Commission could ask any person willing to appear before it for discussion, orally or by production of document, on any constitutional matter which the Commission considered relevant to the constitutional review process.
62 The CKRA included names of the women organizations such Maendeleo ya Wanawake Organization (MYWO); National Council of Women of Kenya (NCWK); and Federation of Women Lawyers (FIDA) to be among the organizations to choose representatives to form the Reference Group in providing technical support, researched and factual information on gender and women issues to be covered by the new constitution.
After President Kikwete announced the launch of the new constitution-making process, women organised themselves and formed the *Wanawake na Katiba* translated as Women and the Constitution Coalition (Women’s Coalition on the Constitution) hereinafter referred as the Women Coalition, to streamline priorities, lobby and ensure that the new constitution would be inclusive of women’s political, social, and economic rights. Due to strategic positioning of the Women Coalition, the CRC invited the coalition several times to share women’s views, priorities, and issues with regard to the new constitution. Members of the CRC were impressed by clear articulation of the women’s issues and further requested the women’s coalition to engage on issues beyond those affecting women only.

**Women’s Participation in the Constitutional Review Bodies**

The presence of women in constitution-making bodies is important in influencing inclusion of gender specific provisions in the new constitution. The constitution-making legal framework must contain specific provisions that facilitate the presence of women in constitution-making bodies. Section 6(c) of the CRA requires adherence to the principle of gender equality in the appointment of the CRC members. Despite the use of the word equality by section 6(c) of the CRA women in the CRC did not exceed thirty percent. Among 30 members, only ten were women. In addition, the positions of the CRC chairperson, vice chairperson, secretary and vice-secretary were all occupied by men.

---

63 Translated as Women and the Constitution Coalition.
64 This Coalition has 65-women member organizations who are defenders of Human Rights, especially women’s and Children’s rights, with multiple and variable experiences equitably distributed country-wide. These organisations forming Women and Katiba Coalition are, Tanzania Media Women Association(TAMWA), Women Fund Tanzania (WFT), Tanzania Women Cross Party (TWCP)-ULINGO, Tanzania Gender Networking Programme (TGNP), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walemavu Tanzania (SHIVYAWATA), Tanzania Union Congress Tanzania (TUCTA), Tumaini Women Development Association (TUWODEA), Tanzania Women Lawyers(TAWLA), Equality for Growth (EFG), Haki za Wanawake (HAWA), Kilimanjaro Women Information Exchange and Consultancy Organization (KWIECO), Shirikisho la Vyama vya Walen
**Women’s Demands in the New Constitution**

The CRA recognizes and promotes women’s participation in constitution-making. However, after several consultative processes among the members of the Women Coalition, twelve key demands were identified.\(^{70}\) The demands encompassed among other things, the need for the new constitution to provide for equal representation between men and women to engage in all levels of decision-making processes.\(^{71}\)

**Women’s Participation in the Constitutional Foras and in Special Constituency Assembly**

After collection of public views and issuance of the draft constitutions, the next step was for deliberations of the draft constitutions by the national assembly before the referendum. In February 2013, after collection and analysis of the public opinion, the CRC produced the First Draft Constitution.\(^{72}\) The draft contained among other things, key gains of the twelve areas of priority identified by women.\(^{73}\) Relating to matters pertaining to women political participation, the First Draft Constitution suggested significant change in the electoral system by abolishing parliamentary special seats for women and provided that for every constituency, each political party should field a man and a woman as candidates. As such voters will vote for a man and a woman of their choice from any political party as their representatives in that particular constituency. This provision implies that women would be elected democratically, and will be accountable to their voters and their own electoral constituencies, thus addressing challenges associated with the women’s special seats arrangement.\(^{74}\)

---

\(^{70}\) These priorities were: women’s rights to be spelt out in the constitution; prohibiting all laws, regulations and practices which discriminate against women; women’s rights to dignity to be protected by the constitution; the international instruments and standards to be respected and translated into laws; constitution to guarantee equal rights for women in decision making organs; spelling out the age of the child (to protect girl children against early marriages); women’s rights to access, control and benefit from national resources should be spelt out in the constitution; women’s rights to maternal health services to be spelt out; women’s rights to access and benefit from basic services to be spelt out; the rights of women with disabilities to be spelt out; a commission to monitor and oversee implementation of these rights to be provided as one of the accountability instruments for gender equality; a family court to be provided for in the constitution.

\(^{71}\) Article 66 (1)(b) of the 1977 Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania established the Special Seat system which provides for a 30% quota for women which is subject to criticisms.

\(^{72}\) The Draft Constitution (“titled in Kiswahili— Rasimu ya Katiba ya Jamhuri ya Muungano wa Tanzania, 2013”) contains 240 Articles. It is long compared to the current Constitution of 1977 which has only 152 Articles.


It is noted however that, the fact that the First Draft Constitution was only available in English posed a serious challenge, as less than 20 per cent of Tanzanians speak English and it made it difficult for the majority of the population, particularly women, to understand the content of the draft constitution without assistance.\textsuperscript{75} The Women Coalition took immediate efforts to translate the draft constitution in Swahili, but financial constraints hindered the dissemination of the translated version to majority Tanzanians especially those in remote areas. Therefore, it affected how the majority people provided feedback to the commission on the content of the draft constitution.

After issuing the first draft constitution, the formation and operation of constitutional fora was the second step for constitution-making.\textsuperscript{76} The Commission, in line with section 18 of CRA, allowed reactions from the public through district constitutional fora, direct meetings, letters, petitions, and memoranda.\textsuperscript{77} The fora were tasked to review the first draft constitution and make comments with a view to improve it before it went to the Constituent Assembly.\textsuperscript{78} There were two types of fora. The first type was managed by the Commission\textsuperscript{79} while the second was managed by organisations or institutions.\textsuperscript{80} The Women’s Coalition made a great effort to influence the first draft by translating, reading, analysing and commenting on how it responded to the women’s twelve priorities. The Coalition also identified gaps, provided alternatives on how they could be addressed, and compiled its report and submitted the proposed recommendations to the Commission for further consideration in the Second Draft.\textsuperscript{81} The women’s coalition and other civil society organisations, such as the Legal and Human Rights Centre, launched a

\textsuperscript{75} ‘New Constitution: Civil society has taken an active role,’ Available at http://www.kepa.fi/jasensivut/jasenblogi/12992 as accessed on 3 October 2019.

\textsuperscript{76} Section 18 of the CRA.

\textsuperscript{77} As per section 18 (6), it says for the purpose of this section, the Commission may allow organizations, associations or groups of persons to convene meetings in order to afford opportunity to its members to air their views on the Draft Constitution and forward such views to the Commission.

\textsuperscript{78} This phase started officially in June 2013 and was completed on 31st August 2013.

\textsuperscript{79} Ibid. These were constituted under the level of District. The Commission was directly responsible to supervise them. Election of members to these fora started from village (in rural area) or mitaa (in urban areas) and then at ward level and finally at district level. People were invited to apply within their village or mitaa to be elected by residents of those areas. Those who were elected in each village or mitaa went to the ward level to compete with others elected from other villages or mitaa. Elections were also done at the ward level and those elected went to the district to constitute the District forum.

\textsuperscript{80} Ibid. These were formed by organisations or institutions which wanted to do so. So, political parties, various institutions, religious organizations, professional clubs, civil society organizations and any groups of persons with the same interests formed their own independent fora. These types of fora were not supervised by the Commission. They were self-supervising. They were required to present their views to the Commission after their meetings on or before 31st August 2013.

\textsuperscript{81} Ruth Meena op cit note 85.
countrywide campaign through constitutional fora to educate remote populations including women, on the content of the draft constitution and the extent to which women’s rights had been catered for and what they could do further to attain progressive gender provisions.\textsuperscript{82}

There were issues pertaining to how the constitutional fora were operated, which posed doubts on key areas such as inclusivity, viability and acceptability of the fora’s deliberations. At first, the formation of the fora was to be democratic and transparent. People who wanted to be forum members in the villages, streets and ward levels were requested to apply and be elected.\textsuperscript{83} However, the elections were marred by violence, and the voting of the members were influenced by political, tribal and religious forces.\textsuperscript{84} Members were screened by Ward Development Committees (WDCs) of which the majority of its members were dominated by councillors from ruling party, Chama Cha Mapinduzi (CCM). This led to perception that the views and deliberations from the constitutional fora were unduly influenced by the dominant party, causing challenges in acceptability of the constitutional fora as platforms for gathering views for genuine enrichment of the First Draft Constitution. \textsuperscript{85}

After compilation and analysis of the public opinion on the first draft constitution from the constitution fora, the commission prepared and released the Second Draft Constitution.\textsuperscript{86} The Women Coalition found the Second Draft Constitution to have systematically incorporated women’s key priorities except for a few identified gaps.\textsuperscript{87} Just like the First Draft,
the Second Draft Constitution endorsed the women’s demand for the provision of equal representation between men and women in the decision-making processes by providing that each electoral constituency should have one male and one female candidate from each political party.\(^88\) The second draft allowed independent candidates and provided for non-registration of political parties that had not taken gender equality principles into consideration. \(^89\) Allowing independent candidates was a great gain for women in the Second Draft Constitution. It was expected that it would allow women who were not interested to be members of political parties, but have political ambitions to still stand as candidates.\(^90\)

After the issuance of the Second Draft Constitution, the CRA provided for a Constituent Assembly as the third step of the constitution-making process.\(^91\) The President, in agreement with the President of Zanzibar, appointed members and convened the Constituent Assembly. As per the CRA, the President appointed 201 different governmental and non-governmental organisations to join the existing members of parliament and together they formed the Special Constituent Assembly (SCA).\(^92\) The President considered the qualifications and experience of the nominees as well as the gender factor.\(^93\) Before he appointed members of the SCA, the Women’s Coalition took the initiative to consult and influence the then President Jakaya Mrisho Kikwete to observe equal representation between men and women when appointing the SCA’s members. This was the greatest move by the Women’s Coalition and a major success for women, as the President appointed 101 men and 100 women, almost in

---

\(^88\) Ibid. This is likely going to reduce the financial burden which individual women have to incur when contesting for electoral position. It is also more likely that such modality will reduce electoral corruption and build a more gender responsive electoral culture. In the final analysis, electoral resources will be used in a more equitable manner, reduce corruption and finally the nation will benefit by getting legislatures who are more accountable; who will adhere to ethical standards.

\(^89\) Ibid. This is a first time in the history of this country that demands are made on political parties to address gender equality and non-discriminative practices in decision-making organs. For women movement, this is a great gain, as political parties are gate-keepers in defining and determining who gets in or who is out in political participation in electoral processes.

\(^90\) Ibid.

\(^91\) Ibid. After releasing the second draft constitution, the CRC submitted the report and the Second Draft Constitution to the President who published it in the Gazette and other local newspapers with a statement that the Second Draft Constitution was to be presented to the Constituent Assembly for enactment as the proposed Constitution.

\(^92\) As per section 22.- (1) A Constituent Assembly consisted of the following members: (a) all members of the National Assembly of the United Republic; (b) all members of the House of Representatives of Zanzibar; (c) one hundred and sixty six members drawn from the following: (i) Non-Governmental Organisations; (ii) Faith Based Organisations; (iii) all fully registered political parties; (iv) institutions of higher learning; (v) groups of people with special needs; (vi) Workers Association; (vii) an association representing farmers; (viii) an association representing pastoralists; and (ix) any other group of persons under whatever name having common interest.

\(^93\) The President consulted the interest groups and selected names from their lists of nominees to be members of the SCA. Ruth Meena op cit note 99.
parity. Further, due to the great role of the Women Coalition in the constitution review process, six of its members were appointed to be part of the SCA. In total, there were 620-members in the SCA\(^94\) of whom 256 were women, comprising 41.3 per cent of the entire Assembly.\(^95\) Before the CSA began its work, there were leadership positions that needed to be filled. In the election for the Interim Chairperson of the SCA, only one out of four candidates were a female, and a male candidate won. During the election of the deputy SCA Chairperson, only two candidates were women, and a woman won.\(^96\) The pattern is also reflected at the SCA Committees level, where women chaired four out of fourteen committees, and ten out of fourteen vice chairpersons were female. This suggested that it was easy to accept women as deputies but not at the helm of the assembly or respective committees.\(^97\)

As the CSA began its work, the Women’s Coalition also started to empower all members of SCA on the twelve women’s priorities for the new constitution.\(^98\) Through the coalition’s experts and consultants, the Coalition produced a deeper analysis of the second draft constitution from a gender perspective by comparing it with best practices from other jurisdictions with progressive constitutions such as Rwanda, Kenya, and South Africa.\(^99\) The Women’s Coalition provided the female members of the CSA with well-researched, factual and evidence-based recommendations on what should be discarded, retained or added to the second draft constitution. This was in addition to enhancing the coalition’s capacity to identify male champions who were willing to support the women’s agenda during the whole process.\(^100\) The Women Coalition also intervened through the media in various TV and radio programmes and through the issuance of press releases whenever anything occurred that was likely to be detrimental to obtaining a gender-sensitive constitution.\(^101\) Further, the Coalition conducted a national convention in the capital city, Dodoma, as a parallel or shadow SCA with

\(^94\) Comprising 365 ordinary members of parliament, 54 members from the Zanzibar House of Representatives and 201 presidential appointees from civil society and other non-governmental organisations’ members charged with the task of reviewing the second draft constitution. Jesse James op cit note 121.

\(^95\) Ruth Meena op cit note 105.

\(^96\) Ibid.

\(^97\) Ibid.

\(^98\) Ibid.

\(^99\) Ibid.

\(^100\) Ibid.

\(^101\) Ibid. The women coalition lobbied for about 10 different TV spaces to utilise whenever a need arise, they issues various new papers articles and social media press releases.
rural women to enhance their understanding of the constitution-making processes. They were reminded of women’s priorities versus the content of the Second Draft Constitution, and jointly, strategies to influence the remainder of the constitution-making process were devised.  

**Women’s Participation in a Referendum**

After the Special Constituency Assembly completed its work and produced the 2014 Proposed Constitution, the new constitution was supposed to be put to a referendum. The CRA provided for a referendum to be conducted by the Electoral Commission of the Union, and that of Zanzibar. The Constitution should have been approved by a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ vote.  

The Women Coalition started preparation for the referendum by strengthening the Coalition and analysing other existing related laws in the new constitution. The Coalition informed women of the gains obtained from the Proposed Constitution, and on why they should vote ‘Yes’ during the referendum. The referendum was initially announced to take place on 30 April 2015 but was later postponed until further notice.

**Women’s Achievements in the Proposed New Constitution**

In determining the extent that the final content of the Proposed Constitution provides, promotes and protects women’s participation in decision-making processes, guidance from criteria deduced from Article 7 (a) and (b) of CEDAW is sought. It provides that: -

‘States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women in the political and public life of the country and, in particular, shall ensure to women, on equal terms with men, the right: (a) To vote in all elections and public referenda and to be eligible for election to all publicly elected bodies; (b) To participate in the formulation of government policy and…’

The UNWOMEN and International IDEA Guidance Note on Women’s Human Rights and National Constitutions, Leadership and Political

---

102 Ibid.
103 Ibid.
104 Ibid.
Participation\textsuperscript{105} expound Article 7 of CEDAW and require scrutiny of the final content of constitutional provisions in relation to how they provide for i) the general guarantees of equality and non-discrimination; ii) a favourable electoral system and modalities for women’s participation in decision-making processes; iii) regulation of political parties; iv) the role of the electoral management body in protection and promoting women participation in elections; v) institutions to safeguard women’s rights; vi) procedure for amending the new constitutions, and vii) the new constitutions as a basis for progressive electoral reforms.\textsuperscript{106} These criteria are discussed below in understanding the level of women’s influence and gains they obtained as a result of their participation in the making of the 2014 Proposed Constitution of Tanzania.

**Constitutional General Guarantees of Equality and Non-Discrimination in Political Life**

For women to have meaningful participation in decision-making processes, principles of equality and non-discrimination against discriminatory traditions among other things, must be established in the nation’s constitution. This is because in countries such as Tanzania, customs, traditions, and public attitudes not only determine how many women are considered and nominated for office, but also they have a direct and indirect influence on how many female candidates win a general election.\textsuperscript{107} During the 2011-2014 constitution-making process in Tanzania, women consistently demanded for prohibitions of discriminatory customs and traditions, which for a long time, have placed them on unequal footing with men, particularly in the decision-making arena.

**Equality Guarantees**

The use of gender-neutral language has been widely recognized as being hugely important in the struggle for gender equality and normalisation of women being equal in social, economic, and political spheres.\textsuperscript{108} The use of gender-neutral language, such as ‘each person’, ‘both men and women’, ‘every person’ or ‘every citizen’ features across the wording of

\textsuperscript{105} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{106} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{108} Suzannah Weiss ‘7 Gender-neutral terms we should all be using’, available at [https://www.bustle.com/p/7-gender-neutral-terms-we-should-all-be-using-9565996](https://www.bustle.com/p/7-gender-neutral-terms-we-should-all-be-using-9565996) accessed on 15 July 2018.
the 2014 Proposed Constitution. The Proposed Constitution also covers the general principles of equality before the law. Paragraph 1 of the Preamble of the 2014 Proposed Constitution commits the Government to build a nation guided by principles of human dignity, freedom, human rights, equality of persons and gender equality. Gender equality is stated as a governance principle under Article 6 (g)\textsuperscript{109} and it runs through the political, economic, and social development sections.

Furthermore, under equality guarantees criteria, the national constitutions are required to include equality as one of the key principles in applying and interpreting the constitution and other laws, and in making or implementing any policy decisions. The 2014 Proposed Constitution stipulates development of the economy to be guided by principles of equity and equal opportunities to all citizens as provided for under Article 8. The use of gender neural language and recognition of equality principles in the 2014 Proposed Tanzania’s Constitution is a major constitutional gain for women. Gender equality principles in the constitution help in shifting the mindset about the role of women in the society and provide a strong foundation for women to take a first step to their greater participation in all sectors of life, including in decision-making processes.

**Non-discrimination Guarantees**

Equality guarantees are often followed by a non-discrimination provision and contain a list of grounds on which discrimination is prohibited, including gender. The Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women\textsuperscript{110} has consistently recommended that state parties incorporate the definition of ‘discrimination against women’ into their constitutions from Article 1 of CEDAW, which provides: -

“For the purposes of the present Convention, the term ‘discrimination against women’ shall mean any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective

\textsuperscript{109} Also, the development of the economy is supposed to be guided by principles of equity & equal opportunities to all citizen as provided for under Article 8 (e & g) of the Proposed Constitution.

of their marital status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field.”

The 2014 Proposed Constitution includes critical elements of Article 1 of CEDAW in defining discrimination against women as seen in Article 33 (5). Articles 12 (a) and 33 of the 2014 Proposed Constitution of Tanzania prohibit all forms of discrimination including sex. Also, Articles 8 and 14 (b) of the Proposed Constitution require national authorities to provide equal opportunities to both women and men, without discrimination. Hence, the 2014 Proposed Constitution successfully provides and protects the women’s rights to political participation, by including non-discrimination provisions that are important to safe-guard women against discriminatory traditions, customs and beliefs that for a long time have kept women away from electoral decision-making spaces. Changing discriminatory practices takes a long time, but the constitutional provisions to that effect are important to kick start the transition within the Tanzanian societies towards freedom from discriminatory practises against women.111

Prohibitions of Harmful Customs and Traditions
As noted in the preceding paragraphs, part of the strategy for the attainment of meaningful participation of women in political leadership lies in the explicit prohibition of customary law practices or harmful customs that have been discriminating negatively against women’s ability to participate in electoral politics.112 Article 8 (1) of the 2014 Proposed Constitution obliges the state and its organs to direct their policies and duties to ensure dignity and respect, and all other human rights are preserved and maintained considering regional and international agreements consented to by the United Republic of Tanzania. Customary law has limited women’s spaces to participate in decision-making for centuries.113

Specific Provision for Women’s Rights
The women’s rights clauses are important tools for advancing gender equality. In equality and non-discrimination guarantees, constitutions

111 As in 2014 percentage of females was measured at 50.09 in Rwanda, 50.03 in Kenya, 50.05 in Tanzania, 50.03 in Uganda according to the World Bank Group, available at https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/sp.pop.totl.fe.zs accessed on 13 March 2019.
112 Kadaga R ‘Women’s political leadership in East Africa with specific reference to Uganda’ Tenth Commonwealth Women’s Affairs Ministers Meeting ‘Women’s Leadership for Enterprise’ Dhaka, Bangladesh, 17-19 June 2013.
113 Ibid.
should contain provisions dedicated to setting out women’s rights only in
addition to every right elsewhere in the constitution that also applies to
women. Article 54 of the Proposed Constitution guarantees every
woman the right to: i) be respected, valued and their dignity recognised;
ii) protection against discrimination, harassment, abuse, violence, sexual
violence and harmful traditional practices; and iii) participate in elections
and all stages of decision-making without discrimination. Specific
provisions for women’s rights provide for active measures to improve the
position of women, which is usually lower in the society; to enable them
to achieve gender equality through women’s social, economic and
political empowerment.

**Gender Equality and Constitutional Status of International Law**
The advancement of gender equality is more likely to occur if
constitutions incorporate international law, including aspects of
international human rights standards. The kinds of constitutional
provisions that are most favourable to the full enforcement of
international human rights law are those which give international law
direct effect and make them take precedence over domestic law in case of
conflict or where the international law instruments are more rights-
protective.

In Tanzania, signing or ratification of any international convention does
not automatically place it at the same level as the Constitution or any
other national laws. However, Article 14 (1) of the 2014 Proposed
Constitution ensures that human dignity is preserved and maintained in
accordance with the customs, traditions and regulations of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and other international conventions adopted
by Tanzania. Further, Article 8 (1) of the Proposed Constitution obliges
the state and its organs to direct their policies and duties to ensure that
dignity, respect and all other human rights are preserved and maintained
considering different agreements to which the United Republic of
Tanzania has consented. The Foreign Policy of the United Republic of

---

114 The UNWOMEN and International IDEA Guidance Note on Women’s Human Rights and National Constitutions,
115 In women only clause, the 2014 Tanzania Proposed Constitution, continued providing under Article 54: (d) get
employment opportunity and be paid the same salary as a man; (e) protection for her employment while she is pregnant
and after delivery; (f) get quality medical services including safe reproductive health; and (g) own property.
116 The UNWOMEN and International IDEA Guidance Note op cit note 132.
117 Ibid.
Tanzania aims to safeguard national interests and full state sovereignty and requires that the policy shall be implemented with transparency in order to respect international laws, observe international and regional treaties which are beneficial to the United Republic, and to resolve international conflicts through dialogue.\textsuperscript{118} Article 62 (1) also requires the judiciary or any other agency to observe international laws and human rights in interpreting the provisions of the Constitution regarding human rights. The recognition and consideration of the international conventions in the national jurisdiction depict the great influence these conventions can have on the conduct of state, civil, and political affairs. However, proper respect and implementation of international conventions or covenants call for their automatic application in national jurisdiction. It remains important that, the recognition and application of international law and standards in the 2014 Proposed Constitution will be paramount to counter laws, policies, customs and traditions that have side-lined women’s participation in decision-making processes for ages.

**Electoral System and Women’s Participation in Decision-Making Organs**

The Tanzanian women’s priorities for the new constitutions include, among other things, the need for specific constitutional stipulations that would facilitate the realisation of equal representation of men and women in all decision-making processes. It was named as the fifty-fifty agenda calling for a constitutionally stipulated process that will lead to equal numbers of men and women in all decision-making processes. In line with women recommendations, the 2014 Proposed Constitution included political rights and civil liberties, specifically providing for voting rights and the right to stand for election. Also, through equality and non-discrimination provisions, the constitution has set a broader context for political gender equality and participation in the parliament. Despite the broad consensus in the literature that the proportional representation electoral system creates less obstacles to women’s representation,\textsuperscript{119} the 2014 Proposed Constitution provides for the first-past-the post electoral system to govern presidential and parliamentary elections.\textsuperscript{120} In a bid to promote more women in the parliament, the Proposed Constitution did

\textsuperscript{118}Article 21 (1) of the 2014 Proposed Constitution.

\textsuperscript{119}Ibid. Party list can be either closed, where voters vote only for a particular party, and parties determine who will fill the seats that they have been allocated. Party list can also be open where voters have some degree of choice among individual candidates, in addition to voting for entire parties.

\textsuperscript{120}King C ‘Electoral Systems’ (2000), available at http://faculty.georgetown.edu/kingch/Electoral_Systems.htm accessed on 13 November 2019
away with the parliamentary quota system popularly referred as women special seats, which was introduced in Tanzania in 1985 by the 1977 Constitution of United Republic of Tanzania. As an alternative to a parliamentary quota, the 2014 Proposed Constitution called for equal representation of men and women in determining the composition of the Parliament through Article 124 (4). Astonishingly however, Article 124 (4) limits the intention to realize equal representation of men and women in decision-making processes only in the parliament. Article 124(4) is not applicable to determine the composition of men and women in other decision-making organs or positions. Further, Article 124(4) is silent on which modalities will be used to facilitate the attainment of equal representation of men and women, but obliges the Parliament under Article 124 (6) to enact legislation to classify the procedure of implementation of Article 124.121

It is noteworthy that, before rewriting the 2014 Proposed Constitution, the 1977 Constitution had under-gone several amendments, which contributed to an increase in the number of women in the Parliament but did not lead to realisation of equal representation of men and women. For example, the first post-independence Tanzania’s Parliament (1962-1965) contained only 7.5 per cent of women, the number was maintained below 10 per cent until 1985.122 In 1985, constitutional reform introduced a parliamentary quota system comprising of 15 per cent and 25 per cent of seats in the Parliament and local councils respectively.123 This constitutional amendment increased the percentage of women in parliament to 16.5 after the 1995 election. The Beijing Declaration124 and the Southern African Development Community (SADC) Declaration125

121 The explanation from the Constitutional Review Commission entails that each party will have to have both male and female candidates in a constituency, hence once that party wins, both male and female candidate have won. On the other hand, the 1977 Constitution of Tanzania uses the mixture of both first-past-the-post electoral system in the presidential and parliamentary elections and Proportional representation which is used to allocate women seats; the seats for women are distributed among the political parties in proportion to the total number of votes they received as a party. To qualify to offer a special seat candidate, the political party must have at least five per cent of the total parliament ary votes. See Meena R ‘Women participation in positions of power and influence in Tanzania’ available at http://www.redet.udsm.ac.tz/documents_storage/2009-8-19-11-34-23_womenparticipationinpositionsofpower.pdf accessed on 14 March 2016.
122 Ibid.
123 Ibid.
required a benchmark of 30 per cent female representation in parliaments. To comply with the SADC Declaration, Tanzania amended its constitution to increase the parliamentary percentages of special seats to 20 per cent in 2000 and later to 30 per cent of women in 2005.\textsuperscript{126} The 2005 elections increased the percentage of women in the Parliament from 21.5 per cent to 30.3 per cent, which increased to 35 per cent after the 2010 election.\textsuperscript{127} The number further increased to 37.18 per cent after the 2015 election, where 30 per cent of women were appointed through special seats while 7.1 per cent were from constituencies after winning competitive elections.\textsuperscript{128} Therefore, despite facing some challenges, special seats arrangement has helped Tanzania become a keen promoter of female political participation with more than 37.2 per cent in the current parliament.\textsuperscript{129}

Finally, another way an electoral system can promote women’s political participation is by allowing independent candidates. In Tanzania, the Women’s Coalition pressed strongly for independent candidates given the male dominated nature of Tanzanian political parties.\textsuperscript{130} As a departure from the 1977 Constitution, Article 135 of the 2014 Tanzania’s Proposed Constitution also allows independent candidates. This is an important gain for women as it opens more doors for candidacy in electoral positions and it diversifies political parties as the only option and gatekeepers in determining electoral candidates.

**Responsibility of Political Parties to Advance Gender Equality**

Political parties are the ‘gatekeepers’ for anyone to be elected to office. Therefore, how they function internally and whether women can gain leadership positions within parties is crucial.\textsuperscript{131} Although women play important roles in campaigning and mobilising support for their parties, they rarely occupy decision-making positions in political party

\textsuperscript{126} Article 66-1(b) of the 1977 Constitution of United Republic of Tanzania.
\textsuperscript{127} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{128} 30 per cent came from special seats arrangement and only 7.18 per cent were directly elected. See the United Republic of Tanzania Bunge (National Assembly), available at http://archive.ipu.org/partline/reports/2337.htm accessed on 1 May 2019.
\textsuperscript{130} Meena R op cit note 56.
structures. The constitution may regulate political parties through a prohibition on sex discrimination in parties’ membership, a requirement to include women in party decision-making structures, and nomination and candidates lists. For parties to fulfil their critical functions of aggregating and expressing the political interests of different public spectrums, women must be able to take part in setting the priorities and agendas of parties.

In Tanzania, for the first time, the 2014 Proposed Constitution requires political parties to adhere to the gender equality principle in leadership positions as a condition for registration. The constitutional regulations for political parties are important in influencing the behaviour of political parties, which in many ways are the gatekeepers of who gets the constituency candidacy. Having women in the top leadership positions of the political parties will have a multiplier effect on how nomination rules facilitate more women as electoral aspirants and candidates.

The Role of Independent and Supportive Electoral Commission
A nation electoral commission should be mandated to oversee compliance regarding guarantees of women’s participation in electoral politics. For the electoral commission to facilitate women’s participation in electoral politics, it must adopt gender sensitive guidelines and rules to govern the conduct of elections. The composition of the members of a commission and staff must also reflect equality.

Article 211 of the 2014 Proposed Constitution establishes the Independent Electoral Commission. However, Article 211 is silent on the promotion of women’s participation in terms of composition of the members of the commission and in elections. In Tanzania, the 2015 elections observed the National Election Commission (NEC) and the Zanzibar Election Commission (ZEC) incorporating gender policies in the election observer guidelines, voter
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132 Many parties have women’s units (women’s wings), and although they can play a role in the party, their influence on party decisions can be limited. Women should also be integrated into party structures, including key decision-making bodies. International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance op cit note 34.

133 United Nations Division for the Advancement of Women (DAW), Department of Economic and Social Affairs (DESA), Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) op cit note 149.

134 Ibid.

135 (see Article (224) (2)(e).

136 For example, Article 91(g) of the Constitution of the Republic of Burundi 2005 requires the independent national electoral Commission to “assure the respect for the provisions of this Constitution relative to multi-ethnicity and to gender and to take cognizance of the claims in this respect.” In addition, constitutions may provide for gender balance in the staffing of such commissions.

137 The UNWOMEN and International IDEA Guidance Note op cit note 134.
education guidelines, and the code of ethics for political parties. Additionally, it is worth noting that ZEC adopted and committed to implement gender inclusion strategy that was developed in coordination with other promoters of women’s participation in electoral politics stakeholders. The political parties guidelines and code of ethics were useful documents for NEC and ZEC to think more systematically about the inclusion of women by political parties in elections.

**Institutions to Safeguard Women’s Rights**

The new constitutions should incorporate additional enforcement mechanisms or bodies tasked to mainstream, promote and enforce women’s rights, including political rights. The 2014, Proposed Constitution provides for the duties and functions of the Commission for Human Rights and Good Governance to include the sensitisation of the public about the preservation of human rights. The Constitution further provides for duties to the public to promote, protect, and monitor implementation of gender equality. In some other countries such as Rwanda, there is an independent body to oversee women’s rights while in Tanzania, women’s rights are promoted through the Human Rights and Good Governance Commission. This commission helps to promote gender equality through promotion of public policy that effectively responds to women’s demands and interests. It is noted, however, that while women’s rights are human rights, there is a danger for women’s rights to be monitored by the body that generally oversees human rights. When this happens, women’s rights though may get its share in the planning sessions they may suffer implementation oversight.

**CONCLUSION**

This article was set out to examine two interrelated questions notably the extent to which women were involved in the 2011-2014 constitution-making process, and how such participation impacted the content of the 2014 Proposed Constitution in terms of protection and promotion of women political participation in the country. For the first time in
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139 Ibid.
140 The UNWOMEN and International IDEA Guidance Note op cit note 155.
141 Article 232 (1) of the 2014 Proposed Constitution.
142 Chauve C op cit note 37.
143 The UNWOMEN and International IDEA Guidance Note op cit note 158.
Tanzania, the 2011-2014 constitution-making process allowed citizen participation in the formulation of the 2014 Proposed Constitution. Despite the observed challenges, the constitution-making process depicted satisfactory levels of women’s involvement in all stages. The final product of the constitution-making process namely the 2014 Proposed Constitution guarantees participation of men and women in political life. Also, it contains key provisions on the general guarantees of equality and non-discrimination. The turning point on protection and promotion of women political participation is seen under Article 124(4) of the 2014 Proposed Constitution which provides that, ‘the basis of composition of the Parliament shall be on equal representation of female and male parliamentarians.’ It is noted however that Article 124 (4) limits the intention to realize equal representation of men and women in the parliament only. Article 124(4) is not applicable to determine the composition of men and women in other decision-making organs or positions.
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